
Topis in Spin - Homework 3

Marh 21, 2014

Problem SS-7: The Eigenvetors of the Pauli Spin Matries, and

Spin Measurement

The Pauli Spin Matries are the operators that �measure� spin projetions along di�erent spae axes (x, y,

and z). You already have the normalized eigenvetors of Sz = 1

2
~σz .

1. Determine the normalized eigenvetors of Sx and Sy.

2. You prepare an eletron in a pure eigenstate of spin projetion along the positive x-diretion (e.g. by

using a �lter that only allows eletrons with this spin projetion to pass). You then pass the eletron

through a �lter that measures its omponent of spin projeted along the y-diretion. What is the

probability of �nding the eletron, prepared as stated, to have a projetion of spin along the positive

y-diretion? Use the de�nition of probability, P = |〈w|v〉|2, where |v〉 is the original prepared state

and 〈w| represents the state of being projeted along a spei� diretion (that may not be the original

prepared diretion).

3. Continuing with the premise in part 2, what are the expetation values of the Sx and Sy operators for

the state, as originally prepared above?

4. Explain what is going on in part 2 and part 3 of this problem, at a physial level (that is, what physis

priniple(s) is/are at play that would explain what is going on here?) HINT: is this result what one

would expet in a lassial physis setting?

Problem SS-8: The Two-Partile S2
Operator

Show that

S
2 = S

2
1 + S

2
2 + 2

(

S1zS2z +
1

2
(S1+S2− + S1−S2+)

)

and that the middle blok of the S2
matrix elements (those for the original basis vetors |+−〉 and |−+〉)

are all 1~2 (and thus that these vetors are not eigenvetors of this matrix).

Problem SS-9: A Baryoni System of Partiles

This problem will require the use of something like Mathematia. Consider a baryoni system of three spin-

1

2

partiles (the proton would be one suh arrangement - three quarks in a bound-state, eah arrying

1

2
~ unit

of internal spin angular momentum projeted along the z-diretion).

1. Determine the normalized eigenstates of the three-partile system (that is, the simultaneous eigenstates

of S2
and Sz that guarantee they are diagonal, and thus ommutable). HINT: Solve the eigenvalue

equation, whih involves the determinant of an nxn matrix, using a omputational tool. Attah your

worksheet from the tool to your solutions. Graph paper will be helpful in writing out the matrix elements

of S2
before diagonalization.
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2. Disuss what kind of spetrum of states, based only on spin angular momentum, you expet as a result

of determining these eigenstates. Whih of the states are likely to be physially represented by the

observed proton, the lowest-mass stable baryon in nature? Defend your answer.
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